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The explosive deaths of stars (supernovae; SNe) are generally explained by two physical processes. Young massive stars (more than eight solar masses, M⊙ ) undergo gravitational corecollapse and appear as type Ib/c and II SNe. Type Ia SNe result from thermonuclear explosions
of older, Chandrasekhar-mass carbon-oxygen white dwarfs (WDs).1 Even the most underluminous SNe Ia2,3 eject ∼ 1 M⊙ of C/O burning products.4 Here we report our discovery of the faint
type Ib SN 2005E in the halo of the nearby isolated galaxy, NGC 1032. The lack of any trace
of recent star formation near the SN location, and the very low ejected mass we find (∼ 0.3
M⊙ ) argues strongly against a core-collapse origin of this event (Fig. 1). Our spectroscopic
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observations and the derived nucleosynthetic output show that the SN ejecta is dominated by
helium-burning products, indicating that SN 2005E was neither a subluminous2 nor a regular1
SNe Ia (Fig. 2). We have therefore found a new type of stellar explosion, arising from a lowmass, old stellar system. The SN ejecta contain 5-10 times more calcium than observed in any
known type of SNe,5,6 and likely additional large amounts of radioactive

44 Ti.

Such SNe may

thus help resolve fundamental physical puzzles, extending from the composition of the primitive
solar system and that of the oldest stars, to the Galactic production of positrons.

We discovered a supernova explosion (SN 2005E; Fig. 1) on Jan. 13, 2005 (UT dates
are used throughout this paper) shortly after it occurred (it was not detected on Dec.
24, 2004). Follow-up spectroscopy (Fig. 2) revealed strong lines of helium and calcium,
indicating it belongs to the previously identified group of calcium-rich type Ib supernovae.7
The SN position is ∼ 22.9 kpc (projected) from the center and ∼ 11.3 kpc above the disk
of its edge-on host galaxy, NGC 1032 (Fig. 1), which is itself at a distance of 34 Mpc. NGC
1032 is an isolated galaxy8 showing no signs of interaction, with the closest small satellite
galaxy found at a distance of > 120 kpc in projection. Deep follow-up observations of the
explosion site, sensitive to both ultraviolet light from hot young stars and emission lines
from ionized hydrogen gas, put strict limits on any local star-formation activity at or near
the SN location (Fig. 1). In addition, a radio signature, expected from some core-collapse
SNe, has not been observed (see Supplementary Information [SI], Section 2). The remote
position of SN 2005E in the outskirts (halo) of the galaxy, together with the isolation of
NGC 1032 and its classification as an S0/a galaxy (in which the star-formation rate is
very low9 ), in addition to our limits on local star formation, point to a SN progenitor
from an old stellar population (see also SI, Section 2).
Our analysis of the spectra of SN 2005E indicates that it is spectroscopically similar
to SNe Ib (Fig. 2; SI, Section 3), showing lines of He but lacking either hydrogen or the
hallmark Si and S lines of SNe Ia in its photospheric spectra. The nebular spectrum of
this event shows no emission from iron-group elements, which also characterize type Ia
SNe. Analysis of this spectrum indicates a total ejected mass of Mej ≈ 0.2 M⊙ , with a
small fraction in radioactive nickel, consistent with the low luminosity of this event (Fig.
3). Such low ejecta mass for a SN of any type has never before been firmly established
using nebular spectral analysis. We also used the narrow, fast, and faint light curve
together with the measured ejecta velocities (∼ 11, 000 km s−1 ) to infer the ejected mass
(SI, Section 4). We use these data to find consistent results of Mej ≈ 0.3 ± 0.1 M⊙ ,
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Figure 1. The environment of SN 2005E (technical details about the observations can be found in
SI Section 1). (a) NGC 1032, the host galaxy of SN 2005E, as observed by the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS), prior to the SN explosion. The galaxy is an isolated, edge-on, early-type spiral galaxy,
showing no signs of star-formation activity, warping, or interaction. Its luminosity is dominated by the
cumulative contribution of a multitude of low-mass old stars (yellow light in this image). Panels (a)-(c)
are 275′′ × 175′′ ; a scale bar is provided, north is up, and east due left. (b) The LOSS10 discovery of
SN 2005E on Jan. 13, 2005 (shown in negative). Note the remote location of the SN (marked with a
red arrow) with respect to its host, 22.9 kpc (projected) from the galaxy nucleus and 11.3 kpc above the
disk, whose edge-on orientation is well determined (panel (a)). (c) An image of NGC 1032 in the light
of the Hα emission line, emitted by interstellar gas ionized by ultraviolet (UV) radiation, and a good
tracer of recent star formation. There are no traces of recent star-formation activity (usually appearing
as irregular, compact emission sources) near the SN location or anywhere else in the host. Panels (d)-(g)
are 64′′ × 36′′ ; a scale bar is provided. (d) Zoom-in on the location of SN 2005E in pre-explosion SDSS
r-band images. No source is detected near the SN location, marked with a yellow circle (radius 3′′ ; the
astrometric uncertainty in the SN location is < 0.5′′ ). The SDSS catalog does not list any objects near
that position (e.g., putative faint dwarf satellites of NGC 1032), down to a typical limit of r = 22.5
mag. (e-f ) Deeper photometry of the SN location. A red image is shown in panel (e), while a UV
(u-band) image is shown in panel (f ). At the distance of NGC 1032, the point source upper limits we
find, Mr < −7.5(−6.9) and Mu′ < −8.1(−7.1) mag at 3(2)σ, respectively, indicate that we would have
detected faint star-forming galaxies or star-forming regions at the SN location, or indeed even individual
massive red supergiant or luminous blue supergiant stars. (g) Zoom-in on the location of SN 2005E in
Hα light (see panel (c) for details). No trace of star-formation activity is seen near the SN location.
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Figure 2. The mass and composition of the SN 2005E ejecta (technical details of observations can be
found in SI Section 1). Upper panel: Photospheric spectra of SN 2005E. The top spectrum is obviously
photospheric and shows absorption lines of the He I series (marked with black ticks after application
of an 11,000 km s−1 blueshift, at the top). Nebular lines of intermediate-mass elements, most notably
oxygen and calcium, begin to emerge in the middle spectrum, and dominate the latest nebular spectrum
at the bottom. Also note that the typical Si lines of SNe Ia are absent in all spectra, while the nebular
spectrum of SN 2005E clearly rules out a type Ia identification (comparison with the underluminous SN
1991bg11 is shown; note the lack of the typical iron group line blends in the blue side). The derived line
velocities are consistent with SN 2005E exploding within its putative host galaxy, NGC 1032. Bottom:
The nebular spectrum of SN 2005E compared with a model fit. From the fit we can derive elemental
abundances and masses in the ejecta of SN 2005E. We find masses of 0.1, 0.02, 0.06, 0.003 M⊙ for carbon,
oxygen, calcium, and radioactive nickel, respectively. Both the low total ejected mass of ∼ 0.2 M⊙ and
the relative abundances are unique among previously studied events.
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assuming that some of the mass is not accounted for by the nebular spectrum analysis,
e.g., high-velocity He layers and some slowly moving, denser ejecta that are still hidden
below the photosphere at that time. Finally, SN 2005E shows a remarkable amount of
calcium in its ejecta, 0.06 M⊙ (∼ 0.22 ± 0.08 of the total ejecta mass), 5–10 times larger
than any other type of SN5,6 (25–350 times higher in relative calcium fraction).
The old environment, ejected mass, and nucleosynthetic output of SN 2005E are in
stark contrast to those expected from collapsing massive stars, whether formed locally or
ejected from a distant location (SI, Sections 5–6). The low ejected mass is also inconsistent with those determined for SNe Ia, restricted to a tight mass range of ∼ 1–1.3 M⊙ ,
regardless of their intrinsic luminosity (even the prototype faint SN 1991bg is found in
this range).4 Furthermore, the light curve of SN 2005E (see SI, section 4) shows a different behavior than that of SNe Ia, declining much faster than even the most subluminous
(1991bg like) SNe observed.3 These properties, together with the observed spectra and
our nucleosynthetic analysis, rules out SN 2005E as either a regular or peculiar SN Ia.
Therefore, we conclude that SN 2005E is the first clearly identified example of a new,
different type of SN explosion, arising from a low-mass progenitor.
The spectroscopic signatures of SN 2005E are quite unique, and allow one to identify
additional similar events.7 Arising from lower-mass progenitors, these events are likely
to be found among both old and young stellar populations, i.e., we expect to find such
peculiar SNe Ib in both early- and late-type galaxies. Indeed, while the unusual location
of SN 2005E triggered the current study, several other calcium-rich subluminous SNe
Ib/c similar to SN 2005E have been observed (see SI, Section 7). In addition, it is likely
that other type Ib/c SNe observed in early type galaxies12,13 could now be explained as
originating from an old, low mass stellar population, and belonging to the family of Carich SNe (see SI, Section 7). These SNe are therefore expected to show Ca-rich spectrum.
Of the group of seven subluminous calcium-rich SNe Ib/c we identified, three are observed
in old-population environments: SN 2005E presented here, as well as SN 2000ds and SN
2007ke, observed in elliptical galaxies. Moreover, SN 2000ds has pre- and post-explosion
Hubble Space Telescope images showing no evidence for either star-forming regions or
massive stars14 near its location. No radio signature has been observed either.15
The rate of calcium-rich, faint, type Ib/c SNe can be estimated, since SN 2005E was
discovered as part of the Lick Observatory Supernova Search (LOSS).10 This survey is
a volume-limited search, with high sensitivity within 60 Mpc for both SNe Ia and faint
Ca-rich objects such as SN 2005E. LOSS found 2.3 calcium-rich objects (after correction
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Figure 3. Comparison of the SN 2005E ejecta mass and luminosity with other SNe [SNe Ia, squares;
SNe Ib/c, × marks; SNe II, circles]. The lower panel shows the total ejecta mass inferred for SN 2005E,
which is the lowest inferred ejecta mass found for any SN, based on nebular spectra. Its position in the
luminosity vs. ejecta-mass phase space is unique, suggesting it is not a member of currently well-known
SN families. The middle panel shows the Ni mass inferred for SN 2005E. The small Ni mass inferred
for SN 2005E is consistent with its low luminosity, although somewhat lower than might be expected
from the extension of the observed Ni mass-luminosity relation observed for other SNe (dashed line and
formula). The upper panel shows the Ni ejecta mass fraction MNi /Mtotal inferred for SN 2005E. The
sources from which the SN data were collected are listed in the SI, Section 8.
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for incompleteness) and 31.0 SNe Ia in this volume, from which we infer the rate of such
calcium-rich SNe to be 7% ± 5% of the total SN Ia rate. Further analysis of this group
of subluminous calcium-enriched SNe will be discussed in a forthcoming publication.
Given the unique nucleosynthetic products we observed, we ran several nucleosynthesis
single-zone simulations16 in order to investigate possible conditions that may lead to such
signatures. We explored the ignition of various initial mixtures of He, C, and O on a
grid of temperatures [(2–4) ×109 K]. We find that our essential results, namely, large
calcium yield with little or no sulfur (in particular, the nebular analysis places a limit of
calcium/sulfur > 6), and a low mass of radioactive nickel and iron-group elements, can
be robustly produced from initial compositions dominated by helium (X(He) ≥ 0.5; see
SI, Section 9).
Calcium-rich SNe were theoretically predicted to arise from burning helium-rich material on a WD, leading to the full disruption of a sub-Chandrasekhar-mass WD.17,18
However, such models predicted the production of SNe far more luminous (and 56 Fe rich)
than SN 2005E. Several theoretical models were suggested in the literature to possibly
produce subluminous SNe, with low-mass, high-velocity ejecta in an old stellar population. These include the accretion-induced collapse (AIC) of a WD (e.g. refs. 19 and 20),
and the detonation of an accreted helium shell on a WD in a binary system (the “.Ia”
model21,22 ). These studies did not explore the burning of large helium masses (> 0.1 M⊙ ),
nor the production of calcium-rich ejecta. Multi-dimensional simulations of detonation in
accreted He layers23 showed (for their lowest mass white dwarfs; M = 0.7 M⊙ ) a trend
toward high Ca/S and a light curve that was faster and dimmer than typical SNe Ia (but
still much more luminous than SN 2005E), as well as a high production of 44 Ti. It is possible that similar models, with less burning of C and O to make S and Ni, may resemble
SN2005E better. Further studies in these directions are in progress.
We conclude that SN 2005E appears to be the first example identified where the
theoretically suggested helium detonation process, and its unique nucleosynthetic production,17 are observed. Additional characteristics of these explosions, including their old
population origin, subluminosity, and low ejected mass, are broadly consistent with the
predictions of some theoretical models (.Ia21 and AIC20 ), variants of which may produce
the appropriate conditions for such helium detonations. Alternatively, these explosions
may require a totally new mechanism.
We note that the recently discovered peculiar subluminous type Ia SN 2008ha24,25 also
shows prominent calcium-rich emission in its late-time spectrum. This may hint at the
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involvement of a similar process of explosive helium burning in this peculiar object (see
also SI, Section 10).
Our discovery has numerous astrophysical implications. It seems highly likely that
we identified explosions arising from very close WD-WD systems, and therefore the rates
of such events might be useful in constraining the rates of WD-WD inspirals observable
as gravitational wave sources. The unique nucleosynthetic production of large masses
of calcium and radioactive

44

Ti per explosion could solve puzzles related to the source of

calcium (especially 44 Ca) in the primitive solar system,26–28 in old, metal-poor halo stars,29
and the enrichment patterns of the interstellar and intracluster medium.30 Production of
most of the Galactic 44 Ti and its progeny,

44

Ca, in a few rare, prolific explosions, can also

explain the origins of Galactic 44 Ca given the null detection of

44

Ti traces in most nearby

28,31

SN remnants.

Finally, products from inverse β decay of

44

Ti may significantly contribute to the

Galactic production of positrons.32 Assuming our estimated rates (∼ 10% of the SN Ia
rate) and our

44

Ti yield (0.006–0.06 M⊙ ; see SI, Section 9), Galactic SNe of the type we

describe here will provide a significant contribution to the Galactic bulge component of
the positron annihilation line, at least comparable to that of SNe Ia. In fact, within the
current uncertainties on the

44

Ti yield and SN rates, these events may come within a

factor of few of producing all of the observed positrons.33
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Supplementary Information
(1) Technical observational details for figures 1 and 2
Figure 1 Panel (a) shows the image of NGC 1032 prior to SN 2005E explosion, obtained from the SDSS. Panel (b) shows the LOSS10 discovery of SN 2005E on Jan. 13,
2005. LOSS imaging of SN 2005E was obtained using the robotic 76-cm Katzman Automatic Imaging Telescope (KAIT) at Lick Observatory. Panel (c) shows an image of NGC
1032 in the light of the Hα emission line, the panel shows the difference between images
obtained using a narrow filter (6567 Å and a FWHM of 100A) with a measured transmission of 40% for H alpha at the redshift of NGC 1032, plus broad R-band observations
used for continuum subtraction. Exposure times of 1800 s, were obtained on Oct. 5, 2008
with the RATCam camera mounted on the 2-m Liverpool Telescope at Observatorio del
Roque de Los Muchachos (La Palma, Spain). The smooth negative residual (∼ 7% of
the original flux) near the galaxy core probably arises from a combination of slight color
gradients of the smooth galactic old population, and Hα absorption in the spectra of old
stars, and does not indicate real line emission. Panel (d) shows a zoom-in on the location
of SN 2005E in pre-explosion SDSS r-band images. Panels (e)-(f) show deep photometry
of the SN location using the Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS)34 mounted on
the Keck-I 10-m telescope on Feb. 17, 2009 under very good conditions (seeing ∼ 0.7′′ ).
Panel (e) shows a red image with a total exposure time of 840 s, reaching a point-source
detection limit of r < 25.3(25.9) mag at 3(2)σ. Panel (f) shows a UV (u-band) image with
a total exposure time of 780 s, reaching a point-source detection limit of u < 24.7(25.7)
mag at 3(2)σ. Panel (g) shows a zoom-in on the location of SN 2005E in Hα light (same
observations used to produce panel (c).
Figure 2 Upper panel: Photospheric spectra of SN 2005E. The top 2 spectra were
obtained as part of the Caltech Core-Collapse Project (CCCP)35 using the double spectrograph36 mounted on the 5-m Hale telescope at Palomar Observatory. Exposure times
were 600 s and 900 s on 2006 January 16 and February 6, respectively, with the 158 lines
mm−1 and 1,200 lines mm−1 gratings, yielding an instrumental resolution of ∼ 5 Å and
∼ 0.5 Å on the red and blue sides, respectively. The CCCP spectra were further rebinned
to ∼ 5 Å resolution bins to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The bottom spectrum was
obtained using LRIS34 mounted on the Keck I 10-m telescope on 2005 March 11. We
took an exposure of 600 s using the 560 dichroic and the 400/8500 grating and 600/4000
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grism, giving resolutions of 5.6 Å and 2.4 Å in the red and blue sides, respectively.
For comparison we plot a nebular spectrum of SN 1991bg; see Ref. 11 for a detailed
discussion.
(2) Can the progenitor of SN 2005E be a massive star formed in a starforming region in the halo?
Massive stars are typically formed and observed in giant molecular clouds and young
stellar clusters or associations.37,38 Core-collapse SNe of massive stars are therefore expected to be typically found close to star forming regions (SFRs). Observations of such
SNe are usually consistent with this picture.39 In principle, the discovery of SN 2005E in
the halo of NGC 1032 could be attributed to in-situ star formation of a massive star rather
than a low-mass older progenitor. However, star formation in the halo environment of a
S0/a galaxy would be difficult to understand according to current star-formation theories. For example, star formation during collisions between cloudlets within high-velocity
clouds at high galactic latitudes40 has been shown to be much too rare.41 Spiral density
waves in the disk may trigger star formation up to a kpc above the Galactic plane,42 but
this seems unlikely for the larger height of SN 2005E (which also seems to be positioned
beyond the edge of the optical disk). In addition, we note that NGC 1032 shows no
evidence for warping or other structures extending beyond the region of the galactic disk
to which SN 2005E could be related. We conclude that given the remote location of the
supernova in the galactic halo, and the nondetection of any star-formation activity anywhere in the halo or the disk of NGC 1032, it is unlikely that an in-situ formation scenario
could explain SN 2005E, unless a yet unknown and unique star-formation mechanism was
at work in this case. In contrast, the evidence for a low-mass progenitor of SN 2005E is
naturally consistent with the low-mass old stellar population environment in which it was
found.
A search for nearby star-forming regions:
We have looked for star-formation tracers both in the halo and the disk of NGC 1032.
Star-formation regions (SFRs) produce two classes of emission: continuum emission from
young stars and emission lines (dominated by Hα) produced by ionized gas. We have
searched for both classes of emission, and obtained upper limits on the star-formation
rates.
Hα observations:
Hα imaging was obtained with the Liverpool Telescope, and then analyzed using
similar methods to those described in detail elsewhere.39 We have determined an upper
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limit of 2.02 × 10−17 erg cm−2 for the Hα flux from the region of SN 2005E. This is
a 3σ upper limit obtained from the variation in the sky background, for a 2′′ aperture
centered on the SN position and calibrated using an R-band galaxy magnitude taken
from the literature.43 For the distance of NGC 1032 (34 Mpc) we infer an Hα luminosity
of 2.79 × 1036 erg s−1 ; correcting this for Galactic extinction (0.098 mag) and for the
contribution from [N II] lines44 we then calculate a corrected limit of Hαlimit = 2.3 × 1036
erg s−1 . Using the conversion rate from Ref. 9 (Eq. 2), we determine an upper limit on
the star-formation rate at the SN position of SF Rlimit = 1.8 × 10−5 M⊙ yr−1 .
In addition, our Hα observations of NGC 1032 show no SFRs closer than the galactic
nucleus itself (see Fig. 1), up to our detection limit.
R- and u′ -band observations:
Our deep R and u′ -band observations using Keck (calibrated onto the SDSS photometric system) rule out point sources near the location of SN 2005E down to u′ < 24.7 (25.7)),
r < 25.3 (25.9) mag at 3(2)σ (see Fig. 1). At the distance of NGC 1032, these limits
(Mr < −7.5(−6.9) and Mu′ < −8.1(−7.1) mag at 3(2)σ, respectively) indicate that we
would have detected faint star-forming galaxies or star-forming regions at the SN location, or indeed even individual red supergiant or luminous blue supergiant stars. Since
massive stars are usually formed and observed in stellar clusters or associations,37,38 the
lack of nearby supergiants (either red or blue) further argues against local star-formation
activity.
Radio signature of a core-collapse SN:
A non-negligible fraction of core-collapse SNe show radio signatures. We have therefore
made observations at 8.46 GHz with the VLA radio telescope on Jan. 21.10, 2005. We
found a flux of 11 ± 53 µJy at the optical position of SN 2005E. At the distance of SN
2005E, and assuming an explosion date between Dec. 24, 2004 and Jan. 14, 2005, the
radio luminosity limit (2σ) is 1.8 × 1026 erg s−1 Hz−1 which is a factor of 10 lower than a
typical radio-emitting SNe Ib/c on this same timescale.45
(3) Spectroscopic identification of SN 2005E as a type Ib supernova
In Fig. 2 we show optical spectra of SN 2005E. Our first spectrum (Fig. 2 top, blue
curve) is clearly photospheric, dominated by absorption lines including the He I series at
λλ4471, 5876, 6678, 7065 Å , blueshifted by ∼ 11, 000 km s−1 (marked with black ticks at
the top of Fig. 2), typical of a young SN Ib. Based on pre-discovery nondetections, SN
2005E was 3 − 20 days after explosion at this time. Analysis using the Superfit spectral
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analysis code46 confirms a type Ib identification, with the best-fit match being with a
spectrum of the type Ib/c transition event SN 1999ex47 14 days after maximum light.
Our next spectrum (Fig. 2 middle, red curve) shows the beginning of the transition
to the nebular phase, with emerging emission lines of oxygen and calcium. The best-fit
spectrum found by superfit is that of the type Ic event SN 1990U, but spectra of the type
Ib SN 1999di also provide a good fit. Masking of the blueshifted He I 6678 Å line by
the emerging strong [O I] λλ6300, 6364 nebular doublet may account for the similarity to
type Ic supernovae, with intrinsically much weaker He I lines.
Strong nebular emission lines of [O I] λλ6300, 6364 and [Ca II] λλ7291, 7324 and the
near-infrared triplet at λλ8498, 8542, 8662 (tick marks at the bottom of Fig. 2) dominate
our latest spectrum of SN 2005E (Fig. 2 bottom, magenta curve). The best fit found
by Superfit is to the type Ib SN 1985F48,49 obtained 89 days after its first observation.
Dominated by lines of intermediate-mass elements (O and Ca), the nebular spectrum
of SN2005E is similar to that of type Ib events, though calcium is much stronger than
usual for these SNe type, while the lack of Fe-group emission lines in the bluer part of the
spectrum rules out an identification as a type Ia event of either the normal or subluminous
(SN 1991bg like2 ) varieties.
(4) Ejected mass estimates from the observed light curve and photospheric
velocities:
The ejecta mass of a given supernova can be estimated using its light curve and the
observed ejecta velocities. The ejecta velocity of a SN is proportional to (Ekin /Mej )1/2 ,
where Ekin is the kinetic energy and the Mej is the ejecta mass, while the typical duration
of a SN light curve is td ∝ (Mej 3 /Ekin )1/4 .50 Combining these equations and assuming
that two objects have the same opacity, we have
 3  2
v1
t1
Ekin,1 /Ekin,2 =
v2
t2
and
Mej,1 /Mej,2

v1
=
v2

 2
t1
.
t2

(1)

(2)

Following Ref. 24 who estimated the mass of the subluminous SN 2008ha, we use a
normal SN Ia as a reference with td = 19.5 days and v = 8, 000 km s−1 .51 The timescales
of SN 2005E are 0.4 − 0.5 times shorter than those of the well-observed type Ib SN 2008D
(the stretched light curve of SN 2008D is shown in Fig. S1 for comparison), which had a
rise time of 18 days,52 and therefore we estimate the rise time of SN 2005E to be 7 − 9
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days. The ejecta velocities we observe from the photospheric spectra are 11, 000 km s−1 .
We therefore find Ekin,05e /Ekin,Ia = 0.34–0.55 and Mej,05e /Mej,Ia = 0.17 − 0.29. Assuming
Ekin,Ia = 1.3 × 1051 ergs and Mej,Ia = 1.4 M⊙ , we find Ekin,05e = (4.4 − 7.2) × 1050 ergs
and Mej,05e = 0.25 − 0.41 M⊙ . We note that this widely used method for SN ejecta-mass
estimation may have two caveats in our case: helium is less opaque than other elements
so we may miss some of the helium mass, and 56 Ni may not be the only radioactive energy
source as assumed in such estimates.
(5) The possible origin of SN 2005E from a hypervelocity star and its
trajectory:
Most of the stars in the Galaxy move at relatively low velocities (a few tens of km s−1 )
with respect to their Galactic environment. Some massive stars (& 8 M⊙ ) are known to
have higher velocities, up to ∼ 200 km s−1 . These so-called “runaway stars” are ejected
from their birth place as a result of binary encounters, or if they have binary companions
that explode as SNe,55,56 and could therefore be found far from the SFR where they were
formed. Hypervelocity stars57 (HVSs) move at even higher velocities (few×102 –103 km
s−1 ). Such stars are thought to be ejected following dynamical interaction with (or close
to) massive black holes.
In 2005, the first HVS was serendipitously discovered in the Galactic halo,58 71 kpc
from the Galactic center, with a radial velocity of 853 ± 12 km s−1 . Two additional
HVSs, one of them a massive B star with ∼ 9 M⊙ , were discovered shortly thereafter.59,60
Follow-up surveys have discovered a total of ∼ 20 HVSs with radial velocities in the
range 300–900 km s−1 at distances of 20–120 kpc from the Galactic center (GC). A total
population of ∼ 100 such young B stars is inferred to exist in the Galaxy at these distances
(no main-sequence O stars are observed). Given their positions and velocities, all observed
HVSs must have been ejected with even higher initial velocities (> 850 km s−1 ), if they
originated near the massive black hole (MBH) in the center of our Galaxy whose mass is
∼ 3.6 × 106 M⊙ .61,62
If the progenitor of SN 2005E was a massive star, it could have formed in the center or
the disk of NGC 1032 and then have been ejected at high velocity to attain its observed
location in the halo. In order to find the ejection velocity required for the progenitor of SN
2005E to travel from its birth place to the observed position of SN 2005E, we need to trace
its possible trajectory. For this purpose we need to assume some galactic potential for
NGC 1032 to be used for the calculations of the HVS trajectory. For the galactic potential
we use a two-component model suggested in Ref. 63 composed of a galactic bulge, and
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Figure 4. Optical light curves of SN 2005E. Top: We present our observations obtained using the 0.76-m
KAIT as part of LOSS10 in the BV RI bands (blue, green, red, and black empty circles, respectively),
as well as unfiltered data (magenta empty circles). Additional point (triangle) was obtained through
synthesis of the first spectrum (seen in Fig. 1), scaled to fit the R-band photometry. KAIT unfiltered
observations are most similar to R-band data due to the combined response of its optics and detector,
so we have scaled these data to the R-band observations. The rapid decline of this object is consistent53
with its relatively low absolute magnitude, MR ≈ −15.5, calculated assuming a distance of 34 Mpc to
NGC 1032 (as given in the NED database54 ) and negligible extinction. Estimating the peak date of this
SN from the magenta curve (January 7, 2005), our spectra (Fig. 2) were obtained 9, 29, and 62 days after
maximum light. The rapid decline observed in the light curve is similar to that of observed subluminous
SNe Ia at early times, with a slope of −0.155 mag day−1 , but it does not show a break to a different
slope expected at ∼ 4.5 days after peak (compare with the analysis of Kasliwal et al.3 ). Also shown for
comparison are third order polynomial fits to the light curves of the well-studied type Ib SN 2008D.52
We find that SN 2005E behaves similarly to SN 2008D, but with timescales roughly a factor of 0.45–0.55
shorter (the displayed light curves of SN 2008D are stretched by a factor of 0.52).
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a halo (the disk component has a relatively small effect). Ref. 8 finds the virial mass of
galaxies such as NGC 1032 to be ∼ 1.5 × 1012 M⊙ for magnitudes −19.5 < MB < −20.5
where NGC 1032 has MB = −19.8 mag. This mass is also generally consistent with the
formulas in Ref. 64, which gives a total galactic mass of (2–3) ×1012 M⊙ from the relation
found for the MBH mass and the halo mass. The bulge mass could be estimated from
the velocity dispersion in the bulge65 to be between 6 × 1010 M⊙ and 1.3 × 1011 M⊙ , where
the bulge size is ∼ 1.85 kpc.65
The inferred ejection velocity of the progenitor of SN 2005E from a birth place in the
disk (taking the shortest distance from the observed position of SN 2005E to the plane
of the galactic disk) is found to be > 1600 km s−1 for a massive (∼ 25 M⊙ ), short-lived
(∼ 7 ×106 yr) progenitor, appropriate for a type Ib SN. Such an ejection velocity from the
galactic disk would require an ejection mechanism different from that of OB runaways,
where the only suggested mechanisms involve an interaction with a MBH. Such a MBH
is unlikely to exist in the galactic disk. An ejection velocity of > 300 km s−1 would
be required for a lower mass (∼ 8 M⊙ ) and longer lived (∼ 4 × 107 yr) component in a
binary progenitor ejected from the disk. Such a velocity is much higher than the typical
velocities of OB runaway stars,56 but it could theoretically be accessible for a runaway
single star.66 However, runaway binaries are typically ejected at lower velocities (up to
0.3 − 0.4 of the maximal ejection velocities of single stars67 ), which would again suggest a
different ejection mechanism than OB runaways. We conclude that the progenitor of SN
2005E is unlikely to be ejected from the disk by currently suggested high-velocity ejection
mechanisms, and (if ejected at all) was more likely to be ejected from the center of NGC
1032.
For the progenitor of SN 2005E to be ejected from the galactic center and reach its
current position in the halo during its lifetime, the required ejection velocity would be at
least ∼ 3400 km s−1 (∼ 1600 km s−1 ) assuming a lifetime of < 7 Myr for a 25 M⊙ star
(< 40 Myr for an 8 M⊙ binary star). We now calculate whether such ejection velocities
are likely, taking into account the conditions in NGC 1032.
Given the velocity dispersion in the bulge of NGC 1032, which is in the range65 200–225
km s−1 , we can estimate the mass of the MBH in the nucleus using the M −σ relation68,69
to be in the range ∼(1–2) ×108 M⊙ .
We now compare the velocities derived from the trajectories with the average ejection
velocity of a star ejected from the galactic nucleus following the disruption of a binary by
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a MBH, given by70,71
−1

veject = 3400 km s

1/6
−1/2  M 1/3 
 a
MBH
bin
bin
,
×
0.8 AU
50 M⊙
1.5 × 108 M⊙

where abin is the semi-major axis of the binary, Mbin is the binary mass, and MBH is
the MBH mass. Massive binaries usually have components of comparable and frequently
equal mass, and are known to have relatively compact orbits, with a large fraction of
them (fcbin ≈ 0.4) in close binaries (abin < 1 AU; e.g., Refs. 72,73 and 74). We therefore
conclude that the observed position of SN 2005E is consistent with its progenitor being
ejected as a massive star following the disruption of a typical very massive binary of
Mbin = 2 × 25 = 50 M⊙ and abin . 0.8 AU, or the disruption of a Mtriple = 3 × 8 =
24 M⊙ triple star, with an outer semi-major axis of abin . 1.5 AU, which would eject a
hypervelocity binary.75
The velocity of an observed supernova is difficult to measure. The measured velocities
of the supernova ejecta are on the order of a few thousands km s−1 and any signature
of a pre-explosion velocity of the progenitor is smeared out even for velocities as high as
hundreds of km s−1 . Even for higher velocities such as expected for a HVS, one would
require extreme velocities for the HVS, directed along the line of sight, in order to identify
a significant signature of the SN HVS progenitor. The velocities we find for SN 2005E
ejecta velocities are consistent with other SN Ib/c ejecta velocities at the various epochs.
(6) The ejection rate of hypervelocity stars:
Although two massive HVS (> 8 M⊙ ; Refs. 59 and 76) are known in our Galaxy,
it is difficult to infer the total number of Galactic massive HVSs from the very few
examples known, given their serendipitous discovery nature. An estimate can be obtained
if most massive HVSs in our Galaxy have been ejected through the Hills binary disruption
mechanism57,77 (which is the likely case78–80 ). In this scenario the binary companions
of ejected HVSs should have been captured into close orbits around the MBH81,77 ; the
number of such stars should therefore reflect the number of similar HVSs in the Galaxy.
Currently, a few tens of main-sequence B stars are observed in such close orbits (< 0.04
pc from the MBH; e.g. Ref. 82). Approximately half of these stars (with identified stellar
types) are found to be B0-2 V main sequence stars, most likely with masses > 8 M⊙ .
Given the trend of massive binaries to have equal-mass components,72 one can then infer
a total of ∼10–20 such massive HVSs in our Galaxy. The total number of > 8 M⊙ stars
in the Galaxy is ∼ 106 stars (e.g., assuming a Miller-Scalo initial mass function); thus,
the HVS fraction of the population of massive stars is ∼ 10/106 = 10−5 , and we therefore
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SN

2000ds
2001co
2003H
2003dg
2003dr
2005E
2007ke

Absolute B-band
peak magnitude
?
-15.09∗
?
?
-14.04∗
-14.8
-15.45∗

Absolute B-band
discovery magnitude
-13.32∗
-14.77∗
-13.43∗
-15.03∗
-13.8∗
-14.7
-14.7∗

Host galaxy
NGC
NGC
NGC
UGC
NGC
NGC
NGC

2768
5559
2207
6934
5714
1132
1129

Host-galaxy type
E/S0
Sb
Galaxy pair
Scd
Sc
S0/Sa
E/S0

Table 1. The sample of calcium-rich SNe
Discovery of these SNe is reported in Refs. 83 (2000ds), 84 (2001co), 85 (2003H), 86
(2003dg), 87 (2003dr), 88 (2005E) and 89 (2007ke).
∗

B magnitude unavailable; unfiltered used, corrected to B using the measured colors of SN 2005E at

peak.

expect a similar fraction of HVS supernova progenitors. If the progenitor of SN 2005E was
a hypervelocity star, the probability of discovering SN 2005E in LOSS, which detected a
total of ∼ 550 core-collapse SNe from 1998 through 2008, is low. Its discovery would then
be either a chance observation of a rare event, or suggests a much higher ejection rate
of extragalactic HVSs than observed in our Galaxy. However, given the low-mass ejecta
observed for SN 2005E and its additional peculiarities, which cannot be explained by a
hypervelocity progenitor, it is more likely that SN 2005E has a different origin.
(7) Additional calcium-rich faint type Ib/c SNe:
In addition to SN 2005E, several other objects were reported as possible members
of this class of calcium-rich SNe. We have verified these reports by re-inspection of the
spectra, rejecting unconvincing cases, and list all verified Ca-rich events in Table 1.
A full analysis of the photometry and spectroscopy of this extended sample will be
presented in a forthcoming publication.
In addition, other type Ib/c SNe observed in early type (elliptical or S0) galaxies12,13
could possibly be explained as originating from an old, low mass stellar population, and
belonging to our family of Ca-rich SNe. These include13 SNe 2000ds, 2002jj, 2002hz,
2003ih, 2005cz and 2006ab. Of these we confirmed SN 2000ds to be a Ca-rich SN (it
was independetly classified as such; see table 1). Early spectra of SNe 2003ih and 2006ab
suggest that these SNe are not Ca-rich SNe, however, later spectra than available to us are
required in order to exclude this with better confidence. We have not yet confirmed nor
excluded the Ca-rich classification of the other candidates in the list. Note, however, that
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the host galaxies of SNe 2002jj, 2002hz, 2003ih and 2006ab were re-classified in Ref. 13 to
be late type galaxies, leaving only SNe 2000ds (Ca-rich confirmed) and 2005cz (candidate)
as type Ib/c in early type galaxies, where the host galaxy of the latter is suspected to
have been involved in a merger event90 and possibly fairly recent star formation as well.91
(8) Masses and luminosities of SNe:
In Fig. 3 we compared the nickel mass and the total mass and luminosity of SN 2005E
with those of other SNe. The data used in this figure were taken from the literature, as
follows. The data for SNe Ia were taken from Ref. 4 and references therein; it includes
both typical SNe as well as peculiar and subluminous SNe. The data for SNe Ib/c were
collected from Refs. 92, 93, 94, 95, and 96. Additional data concerning the ejected Ni
mass were taken from Ref. 97. The data for SNe II were taken from Refs. 98 and 99, and
contain both regular and subluminous SNe, most of them SNe IIP.
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(9) Nucleosynthetic simulations:
We ran several single-zone simulations using the JINA version of Reaclib (April 2009)

for the rates, a 203-nucleus network, and the “explosive nucleosynthesis” procedure.16 We
investigated various initial compositions of He, C, and O, at an density of 106 g cm−3 ,
and scanned the temperature range (2–4.1) ×109 K. Our main findings are illustrated in
Fig. S2 and Table 2. In Fig. S2, we scale the mass fractions to fit the observed calcium
abundance, and plot the observed limits on sulfur and
of

44

56

Ni. We also present the amount

Ti produced. A 0.6/0.4 mix of He/O (a) works well in reproducing our data only up

to T9 = 3.5 where nickel becomes overabundant, and certainly fails at higher T , where S is
also a problem. In the allowed phase space (T9 < 3.5), 44 Ti is 0.1–0.3 times as abundant as
Ca. Increasing the amount of helium (b), only low temperatures (T9 = 2.2) are allowed;
in this case radioactive titanium and calcium are almost equally produced. Replacing
oxygen by pure carbon (c) does not work for nearly equal ratios, as we either get too
much S or too much Ni, or both. Decreasing the amount of carbon (d) again works only
44

for the lowest temperatures, T9 = 2.2, leading to significant production of

Ti.

We conclude that helium-rich models with some C/O contamination can recover our
essential findings. A prediction is that a substantial amount of

44

Ti (at least 1/10 of Ca,

and perhaps a comparable amount) will be synthesized. In some cases
exceeds that of

56

48

Ni; its decay may therefore power the light curve (via

Cr production

48

V decay). A

realistic model in which the burning shock traverses layers of varying temperature, density,
and composition will be investigated in a forthcoming publication.
(10) The origin of SN 2008ha-like SNe:
We note that the low luminosity and calcium-rich late-time spectra of the recently
discovered SN 2008ha24,25 (see Fig. 7 of Ref. 24), may relate it to our group of calciumrich faint SNe. Its type Ia identification suggests that its composition contains a larger
fraction of C/O burning products than observed for SN 2005E. The first models suggesting
the production of calcium-rich SNe through helium detonations17,18 showed that helium
burning on C/O WDs could produce calcium-rich SNe with various ejecta masses and
luminosities, depending on the specific initial conditions used, and could sometimes lead
to a C/O deflagration of the accreting WD. One could therefore expect a range of outcomes
with varying mixtures of helium (Ca, Ti) and C/O burning (S, Si, Fe, Ni) products. This
could be consistent with the wide variety of luminosities (and likely ejecta masses) found
in other SNe similar to SN 2008ha,100,101,24,25 including the helium-rich SN 2007J. If the
possibility raised here is correct, we expect events of this distinct class of SNe (so-called
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Figure 5. Nucleosynthetic products of the burning of He-rich mixtures with carbon and oxygen (fractions marked in each panel), at various temperatures and an initial density of 106 g cm−3 . The fractions
are scaled to best match the observed calcium mass (cyan horizontal line) and compared with the observed
limit on sulfur (ocher line) and measurement of radioactive 5 6Ni (black line).
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Initial Conditions
4 He
12 C

Final Values
32 S

40 Ca

44 Ti

48 Cr

52 Fe

56 Ni

3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4
3.4

10−1

8.00 ×
7.50 × 10−1
7.00 × 10−1
6.50 × 10−1
6.00 × 10−1

10−1

1.86 ×
2.36 × 10−1
2.86 × 10−1
3.36 × 10−1
3.86 × 10−1

10−5

6.18 ×
2.80 × 10−4
2.49 × 10−3
1.12 × 10−1
2.09 × 10−1

10−4

1.97 ×
1.30 × 10−1
6.10 × 10−1
5.61 × 10−1
3.74 × 10−1

10−4

2.68 ×
5.03 × 10−3
1.60 × 10−1
2.63 × 10−3
1.13 × 10−3

10−4

1.34 ×
9.03 × 10−3
3.04 × 10−2
1.84 × 10−2
9.84 × 10−3

10−4

2.82 ×
2.29 × 10−1
1.65 × 10−1
2.00 × 10−2
8.01 × 10−3

8.08 × 10−1
5.82 × 10−1
1.18 × 10−1
2.78 × 10−2
1.97 × 10−2

3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2
3.2

8.00 × 10−1
7.50 × 10−1
7.00 × 10−1
6.80 × 10−1
6.50 × 10−1
6.00 × 10−1

1.86 × 10−1
2.36 × 10−1
2.86 × 10−1
2.86 × 10−1
3.36 × 10−1
3.86 × 10−1

5.25 × 10−5
1.69 × 10−6
4.32 × 10−4
2.73 × 10−2
1.63 × 10−1
2.90 × 10−1

1.74 × 10−4
1.24 × 10−1
6.55 × 10−1
6.76 × 10−1
4.18 × 10−1
2.43 × 10−1

2.36 × 10−4
3.94 × 10−1
1.14 × 10−1
2.43 × 10−2
4.75 × 10−3
1.56 × 10−3

1.18 × 10−4
6.66 × 10−2
8.00 × 10−2
2.79 × 10−2
1.07 × 10−2
5.29 × 10−3

3.15 × 10−4
4.33 × 10−1
7.49 × 10−2
1.37 × 10−2
4.35 × 10−3
1.95 × 10−3

8.29 × 10−1
2.50 × 10−1
1.95 × 10−2
9.83 × 10−3
6.86 × 10−3
4.02 × 10−3

3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

8.00 × 10−1
7.50 × 10−1
7.00 × 10−1
6.50 × 10−1
6.00 × 10−1

1.86 × 10−1
2.36 × 10−1
2.86 × 10−1
3.36 × 10−1
3.86 × 10−1

6.06 × 10−5
3.85 × 10−9
1.06 × 10−3
2.40 × 10−1
3.85 × 10−1

2.15 × 10−4
2.96 × 10−2
5.72 × 10−1
2.88 × 10−1
1.53 × 10−1

3.26 × 10−4
1.73 × 10−1
2.71 × 10−1
2.91 × 10−2
1.14 × 10−1

2.38 × 10−4
1.78 × 10−1
4.41 × 10−2
3.77 × 10−3
1.51 × 10−3

8.69 × 10−2
4.53 × 10−1
9.32 × 10−3
7.91 × 10−4
2.47 × 10−4

7.50 × 10−1
1.24 × 10−1
4.16 × 10−3
2.34 × 10−3
1.44 × 10−3

Table 2. The abundances (by mass) of several important nuclei from post-shock burning in a helium-burning layer. A 203-nucleus network was used, with reaction rates taken from an April 2009
download of Reaclib from JINA. The initial composition was 4 He, 12 C (see table for initial values; temperature T9 given in 109 K), and 0.014 of 22 Ne by mass. The values of 4 He and 12 C correspond to different
degrees of hydrostatic helium burning prior to explosion. Low values for S/Ca occur only for high 4 He
abundance. For such low S/Ca, temperature must be T < 3.2 × 109 K to avoid overproduction of 56 Ni.
Production of 48 Cr (and 52 Fe) may exceed that of 56 Ni, so that 48 V decay (half-life 15.98 days) may
help power the light curve.21 44 Ti can be copiously produced under these conditions, so that such events
may provide a solution to the problem of low emission from 44 Ti decay. The significant abundance of
12

C prior to the explosive burning may allow unburned (lower density) regions to explain the relatively
large abundance of 12 C observed. To convert the abundance entries to solar mass units, multiply by the
assumed mass of ejecta.
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SN 2002cx-like SNe100,101 ) to show a calcium-enhanced composition. Such a prediction
could be checked in the future through spectral analysis of these SNe.
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